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Abstract, Based on a careful analysis of reduction sequences in monadic Thue systems we show 
that some uniform decision problems, among them the uniform conjugacy problem, are decidable 
in polynomial time for finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems. On the other hand, an 
example of a decision probiem is exhibited that is undecidab!e even for this class of Thue systems. 
1. Int roduct ion 
During recent years string rewriting systems, also known as semi-Thue or Thue 
systems, have recei~.c~; a lot of attent~on. Many interesting results about languages 
defined by congruences of rewriting systems of certain types were obtained, and 
decision problems of various forms were investigated (see, e.g. [3, 4] for an overview). 
Of particular interest are those systems that define unique normal forms for their 
congruence classes via the process of reduction. If a system T is complete (i.e. 
Noetherian and confluent), then each congruence class of T contains a unique 
irreducible word, and each reduction sequence starting with a word w can be 
extended to reach the irreducible word in the congruence class [w]r in finitely many 
steps. Obviously then, for a finite complete system T, the word problem is effectively 
decidable. But other decision problems that are undecidable ingeneral also become 
decidable when they awe restricted to finite complete systems, e.g. the finiteness 
problem. 
Finite systems that contain only length-reducing rules are always Noetherian. 
Hence, a system of this form is com~lete if and only if it is confluent. Following 
the notation of Book [1] we call a length-reducing and confluent system a Church- 
Rosser Thue system. Many interesting decidability results for finite Church-Rosser 
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Thue systems have been established. Certainly one of the most important ones is 
Book's result about he decidability of ~!near sentences for finite monadic Church- 
Rosser Thue systems [2]. Here a Thue system is called monadic, if all its rules are 
length-reducing, and the right-hand side of each rule is the empty word e or a single 
letter. The class of linear sentences is a syntactic lass of logical formulas over some 
finite alphabet ,Y that contain existential and/or universal ,'ariables. Each Thue 
system over ,Y induces an interpretation for the linear sentences over ,Y. Now the 
main result of [2] states that there exists an algorithm that, on input a finite monadic 
Church-Rosser Thue system T on ,Y, a linear sentence • over 2~, and, for each 
variable occurring in O, a regular subset of ,Y* as the domain of this variable, 
decides whether or not • is true under the given interpretation. In general, this 
algorithm takes polynomial space, but for a large subclass of linear sentences, it 
even runs in polynomial time. 
Thus, all problems that can be expressed by linear sentences are decidable for 
finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems. Problems of this kind are, e.g. the 
group problem, the left- and right-divisibility problems, the submonoid problem, 
and the power problem [2]. 
On the other hand, there are many decision problems for which it is not at all 
clear how to express them by linear sentences. Problems of this kind include the 
left-conjugacy problem, the conjugacy problem, the cancellativity problem, the 
problem of the existence of nontrivial idempotents, and the problem of the existence 
of nontrivial elements of finite order. However, all these problems are decidable 
for finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems [9, 10, 12]. Actually, the last two 
problems are decidable inpolynomial time for all fir ,;~ - Church-Rosser Thue systems 
[12]. 
Here we concentrate on the conjugacy probler~::, the cancellativity problem, and 
related problems. For a fixed finite Church-F:%~er Thue system T, the conjugacy 
problem can be solved nondeterministically !,a linear time [10]. On the other hand, 
the uniform version of this problem, ~ ~:re T is also considered as part of the input, 
is NP-complete [13]. Here we show that this problem is decidable in polynomial 
time if only finite monadic Church-Posser Thue systems are allowed. 
Cancellativity was shown by Narendran and O Dunlaing to be decidable for finite 
monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems [9]. Their algorithm is in fact polynomial- 
time. In [16] Otto investigates two problems that are closely related to the property 
of cancellativity: 
Instance: A finite Thue system T on ,X, and two words u, v ~ ~*. 
1. Question: Does ux ('-~*T VX hold for some xe,X*? 
2. Question: Does xu *-~*rxv hold for some xe,X*? 
These problems, which are undecidable in general even for finite Churcn-Rosser 
Thue systems, are decidable when they are r~stricted to finite monad~c Church- 
Rosser Thue systems. However, the algorithms given in [16] use polynomial space. 
Here we show that these problems can in fact also be solved in polynomial time. 
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The proofs of the results mentioned so far are based upon a careful analysis of 
the form of reductions in finite monadic Thue systems. This analysis is presented 
in Section 2. Section 3 then deals with the conjugacy problem, and Section 4 deals 
with cancellativity and related problems. Finally, in Section 5 we present what we 
believe to be the first example of a decision problem that is provably undecidable 
even for finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems. 
2. Reductions in finite monadie Church-Rosser Thue systems 
After establishing notation we present some basic results about reductions in 
finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems. The algorithms described in the follow- 
ing sections will all be based upon these results. We assume the reader to be familiar 
with the foundations of automata theory as presented for example by Hopcroft and 
Ullman [6J, and the theory of Church-Rosser Thue systems. Therefore~ we repeat 
only those definitions and results on which our investigations are directly based. 
For more details and background information, Book's excellent overview papers 
[3, 4] may be consulted. 
Let Z be a finite alphabet. Then 2"  denotes the set of words over `Y including 
the empty word e. As usual the length of a word w ~ 2"  is denoted by [w i, and the 
concatenation of two words u and v is written as uv. 
A Thue system T on Z is a subset of 2,* x ` Y*. An element (l, r) ~ T is called a 
(rewrite) rule. The domain of T is the set dom(T)={le,~*l: lr~`y*: (1, r)-z T} of 
all left-hand sides of rules of T, and the range of T is the set range(T)= 
{r ~ Z*[:li ~ `Y*: (!, r) e T} of all right-hand sides of rules of T. 
The Thue congruence *->*r generated by T is the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive 
c!osure of the single-step reduction relation -> T, which is defined as follows: 
U-->TO iff 3x, y~_`y*3( l , r )cT :u=x lyand v=xry. 
The reflexive transitive closure -->* of o r  is the reduction relation induced by Y. If 
u -->* v, then u is an ancestor of v, and v is a descendant of u (modulo T). For 
ue`y*, A*(u)={ve`y*lu-->*v} is the set of descendants of u, and for L~.Y*, 
A~(L)=[Ju~LA*(u). If A*(u)={u}, then u is called irreducible; otherwise, it is 
called reducible (modulo T). IRR(T) is the set of all irreducible words. Obviously, 
the set IRR(T) can be characterized as IRR(T) = .Y* - (.Y* dom(T)`Y*). Thus, if 
T is finite, then IRR(T) is a regular subset of.Y*. In fact, the following result holds. 
Theorem 2.1 (Gilman [5]). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the 
following task: 
Input: A finite Thue system T on .Y. 
Output: A deterministic'finite s ate acceptor (dfsa) A accepting the set IRR( T). 
If u *-->* v, then u and v are called congruent (modulo T). By [u] r  we denote the 
congruence class [U]r={V~Z*[u~-->*v} of u (moduloT) .  The set Mr = 
{[u]rlu~.,Y,*} of all congruence classes forms a monoid under the operation 
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[U]T ° [V]T = [UV]T with identity [e]r.  Accordingly, the ordered pair (.,~; T) is called 
a monoid-presentation of Mr. 
A Thue system T is called :,?ngth-reducing if Ill > Irl holds for all rules (I, r) of  T, 
and it is monadic if it is length.reducing, and range(T) _ ,Y u {e}, i.e. the right-hand 
side of each rule is a single letter or the empty word. 
An important example of  the kind of results we want to derive in this section is 
the following. 
Theorem 2.2 (Book [2]). There exists a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the 
following task: 
Input: A finite monodic Thue system Ton ~, and a nondeterministic finite state acceptor 
(nfsa) A accepting a regular set R c_ ~*. 
Output: A nfsa B accepting the set A*(R) of  descendants of R modulo T. 
In particular, Theorem 2.2 shows that, for a finite monadic Thue system T on Z, 
if R _ ,Y* is a regular set, then so is A*(R). 
AThue system Ton  ,Y is called reduced if, for all (i, r) e T, l, re IRR(T -{( i ,  r)}), 
i.e. no rule can be reduced on either side by any other rule. In particular, this means 
that no two different rules of  T have the same left-hand side. But even for a reduced 
Thue system the process of  reduction is still inherently non-deterministic. To simplify 
the following considerations we introduce the notion of  left-most reduction. 
A reduction u -->TV is called left-most if u = xly and v = xry for some rule (1, r) e T, 
and whenever u=xli~y~ with l ledom(T) ,  then xl is a proper prefix of  x~l~, or 
xl=xd~, and x is a proper prefix ofx~, or x=x~ and l=l j .  We write u -->rj. v if 
u "->r v is left-most, and by ->*.L we denote the reflexive transitive closure of  --> r.L. 
I f  T is reduced, then, for each word u e .Y*  - IRR(T) ,  there exists a unique word 
v e Z*  such that u 0> r.L v, i.e. the process of  left-most reduction is a deterministic one. 
Let T be a reduced finite monodic Thue system on ,Y. For xe  IRR(T) ,  let 
CRMT( X ) = {y e IRR ( T) I xy ~ IRR ( T), but xy~ e IRR ( T) for each proper prefix y~ 
of y} be the set of critical right multipliers of  x. If y ~ CRMT(x), then there exists a 
unique rule (!, r )e  T such that l=x2y and x=x~x2, since T is reduced. CPT(x)= 
{z e IRR( T) I3yE CRMT(X): xy ->* z} is the set of  critical right products of x. If 
ye  CRMr(x) ,  then xy = x~l~ -'>T.L x~a~ = X212 -->T, LX2a2 . . . .  -'>T.L x, a, = Ze CPT(X) 
for some rules (li, ai) e T, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, where a~, a2, • . . ,  a,_~ e ,~ and a, e Z w {e}. 
In particular, in each step of this reduction sequence only the one rule actually used 
is applicable at all, since x~, x2 , . . . ,  x, are all prefixes of  the irreducible word x, 
and T is reduced. 
Finally, let P(x) = {x~a [x~ is a ploper prefix of  x, and a e ,~ u {e}}. Then x e P(x),  
and from the above observation we conclude that CPT(X) c_ P(x). Actually, we have 
the following stronger esu!.~. 
Lemma 2.3. Let T be a reduced finite monodic Thue system on Z, and let x e IRR( T), 
w e P(x) n IRR (T), and y e CRMT(w). Then A ~(wy) c_ P(x),  where A ~-(wy) denotes 
the set of  all proper descendants of wy modulo T. 
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Proof. Since w ~ P(x )  n IRR(  T),  w = x,a, where x = x~x2 with xe ~ e, and a e ,Y 
{e}. Now ye  CRMr(w)  implies that there exists a rule (l, r )~ T such that l=  w~.V, 
where w = w! we, we ~ e, and r ~ ,~ w {e}. If z ~ A~-(wy), then wy = w~ w~ --> r.L w~ r = 
z~ -* r.~. • • -> r.~ Zm = Z. We proceed by induction on m. 
If  m = 1, then z = zm = w~r. Since we ~ e, w~w~ = w = x~a implies that w~ is a prefix 
of  x~. Hence, w~re P (x ) .  Finally, assume that z,,_~ ~ P(x ) ,  i.e. Zm-~ = ub, where u 
is a proper prefix of  x, and be£w{e}.  Since zm_~ = ub ->r.~z,, =z,  and since x is 
irreducible, we conclude that z,,_.~ = ub = U~Ueb for some rule (ueb, r) e T. Hence, 
z = zm = u~r. Since u~ is a l~refix of  u, this yields ~ ~ P(x) .  [] 
Using Lemma 2.3 repeatedly we ca~.~ show the following: if x~, Xe , . . . ,  xm+, 
IRR  (T ) ,  and, for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, y~ ~ CRMr  (x,~) wi t~, ~D~ "> * x, + ~, then xm + ~ ~ P( x~ ). 
Let T be a reduced finite monadic Thue system c~ Z, let x, y ~ IRR(T)  such that 
xy is reducible, and let z~ IRR(T)  such that xy "->~L z. Since T is monadic, and 
since x and y are irreducible, this implies that there exist words u, v, x~,yo~-Y*, 
a~,~{e},  and a rule ( i ,a )~T such that x=ux~,  y=yov ,  z=uav ,  and 
x~yo ">~L ! ->~.~ a. Further, the reduction sequence X~yo-->~ I can be written as 
X,yo = xlylY:.  . .Yk ''> ~L x2Ye. . .Yk o ~,  . . . ..~ *.L X~k "> *.L !, 
where xe, x3 , . . . ,Xke lRR(T)  and Y~,Y2 , . . . ,Yke ,Y* ,  k>~O, such that, for i=  
1,2 , . . . ,  k - l ,  y ie  CRMT(x~),  and x~v~ ">~LX~+I. Therefore, when talking about 
reductions modulo a monadic Thue system ~ for x ~ IRR(T)  and z ~ P(x) ,  the 
following language L,( x, z) = {y ~ IRR(  T)  l =lu , x~ ~ ,Y*=i( l, a) ~ T: x = ux~,  z = ua, 
and XL~ ->~L ! -->T.L a} is of  interest. 
The fo'.!owing result shows that we can fairly easily get our hands on this language. 
Theorem 2.4. The following ta~k can be solved in polynomial time: 
Input: A reduced finite monadic Thue system Ton  ,Y, and an irreducible word x ~ v . .  
Output: A dfsa A = (Q, ,~, qo, 6) such that, for  each z e P(x )n  IRR(  T), there is a 
set o f  states F. c Q such that the dfsa A(z )  = (Q, ,Y,, qo, 3, F~) accepts the language 
Lr(x, z). 
Proof. Let T be a reduced finite monadic Thue system on .Y, and let xe  IRR(TL  
Since, for all x~e P(x )n IRR(T)  and all y~ CRMr(x~) ,  there is a unique x2~ 
P(x)  c~ IRR(T)  such that x,y~ -'>*.L x2, we can construct a dfsa AI as follows. 
Let Q! = { qu ! u ~ P(  x ) r~ IRR ( T)}. For all xl ~ P(  x ) n IRR  ( T)  and y~ ~ CRMT(  xl ), 
we introduce a path labelled y~ from x~ to the resulting x2e P(x)n  IRR(T)  with 
xp, q --> *.L x2. For x~ ~ P(x )  c~ IRR (T ) ,  if ym, Y2 E CRMT(x i) with y~ # Y2, then neither 
y~ is a prefix of  y2 nor vice versa. Hence, for all x~ ~ P(x )  c~ IRR(T) ,  by identifying 
initial segments of  paths starting from qx,, we obtain a dfsa A~ = (Q, ,Y, qo, 8), where 
qo= q,,. 
the following conditions: 
B 
Now let z~P(x)n lRR(T) ,  and let y e L , (x ,  z) ,  i.e. x=uxm, z=ua,  and 
x ,y  ~ *.L ! o r . ,  a. Then there exist words x2, x3, . . . , x , ,  y~, Y2, . . . , Yk ~ Z*  satisfying 
ux, ~ P (x )n  IRR(T)  for i = 1, 2, . . . .  k, 
Y = YlY2. . .Yk, 
.Vi c CRMr(x i )  for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, 
xo'i ~ .L  xi+~ for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k -  1, and 
XkYk "->'1. ! ~ r.L a. 
Hence, 8(qo, y )=$(qx ,  y ,y2 . . .y , )=$(q ,x2 ,Y2 . . .Yk )  . . . .  =8(q - , ,~ ,Yk)=q=,  
A , (z )  = (Q, ,~, qo, 8, q=) accepts y. 
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Fig. 2. 
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- Yl ~ CRMr(x )  with x.V! ~*.r  x2, 
- .V2 E CRMr(x2) with x2.v2-~*.L X3, 
- .vk ~ CRMT(Xk) with XkYk -->~L Z = ua. 
Since .vk ~ CRMT(Xk), we conclude that Xk = UVk with VkYk ">*j_ l - ,~La.  Tracing 
inductively backwards, we see that x= uvt with v~.v -'> *.!_ l-->T.ca. Thus, if .V is 
irreducible, then y e L,(x, z). Hence, the dfsa A~(z) accepts the language L,(x, z) 
plus possibly some reducible words. 
The automaton A~ contains at most [P(x)[ * size(T) <~ Ixl • (i 1 + a) • size(T) 
states, where size(T)='Y,t~dom~T~[l[. Thus, given T and x, A~ can be constructed in 
polynomia| time. By Theorem 2.1 a dfsa Az can be constructed in polynomial time 
such that Az accepts the set IRR(T) .  Then the dfsa A := A, x A2 can be constructed 
in polynomial time, and it has the required property. [] 
Example 2.5. Let Z = {a, b}, and T = {aba --, b, abb --> a}. For x = baa ~ IRR(T) ,  
CRMT(x)={ba,  bb}. Now xba=baaba-~T.L bab, and xbb=baabb-->T.L baa. 
CRMr(bab) = {a, b}, where baba ->TJ. bb and b~bb ">r.L ba. CRMT(bb) =~, and 
CRMT( ba ) = { ba, bb }, where baba "> T.L bb, and babb --> Tj_ ha. Hence, we first obtain 
the following nfsa, where we delete all those states qu, u ~ P(x)ra IRR(T) ,  that 
cannot be reached from qx (see Fig. 1). From this nfsa we obtain the dfsa A~ as 
shown in Fig. 2. Here h3 has been introduced as a "failure state", and h~ and hz 
are two auxiliary states. 
The considerations so far apply to all reduced finite monadic Thue systems. Of 
particular interest are those Thue systems that define unique normal forms for their 
congruence classes. A length-reducing Thue system T is called Church-Rosser if, 
for all u, v ¢ ,F*, u ~--~* v implies that A*(u) r~ A*(v) ~ 0, : c u and v have a common 
descendant. If T is Chur~,h-Rossc~, then each congruence class contains a unique 
irreducible word, which then can be taken as the normal form of its class. Further, 
the irreducible descendant of a word u ~ ,F* can be determined in time polynomial 
in size(T) and [u[ [1]. Thus, we have the following result concerning the uniform 
word problem for finite Church-Rosser 3hue systems. 
Theore, a 2.6 (Book [1]). The following problem is decidable in pol.vnomial time' 
Instance: A finite Church-Rosser Thue system Ton ,~, and two words u, v~ ~' .  
Question: Does u ,->* c hold? 
Given a finite Church-Rosser Thue system T on ,~, an equivalent finite Church- 
Rosser Thue system To on .~ that is reduced can be obtained in polynomial time 
[7]. If T is monadic, then so is To. Thus, without loss of generality we may assume 
in the following that all monadic Church-Rosser Tbue systems considered are 
reduced. 
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3. The uniform conjugacy problem 
Let T be a Thue system on ,~. Two words u, v ~ X* are said to be left-conjugate 
(modulo T) (u ~-  v) if there is a word we,Y* such that uw <-** wv. Note that this 
is an asymmetric relation. Two words u, v ~ ,Y* are conjugate (modulo T) (u ~rv)  
if u ~-  v and v ~ u [14]. 
If T is finite and Church-Rosser, then the sets {(u, v)[u, v~* ,  u ~-v}  and 
{ (u, v )In, v ~ ,Y*, u " r  v} belong to NTIME (n) [ 10], i.e. given u, v ~ ,Y*, a nondeter- 
ministic Turing machine can recognize in linear time whether u ~ v (u ~Tv).  The 
uniform versions of these problems, where the finite Church-Rosser Thue system 
T is also part of the input, have been shown to be NP-complete [13]. 
Here, using the technique developed in the previous section we want to derive 
the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. The fol lowing problems are decidable in polynomial time: 
Instance: A finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system T on ,Y, and ~.o words 
u, v ~ ,Y *. 
1. Question: Is u left-conjugate to v, i.e. u ~ ~ v? 
2. Question: Is u conjugate to v, i.e. u ~7-v ? 
In particular, this shows that~ for each finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system, 
the left-conjugacy problem and the conjugacy problem are decidable in polynomial 
time, thus complementing the results of Narendran and Otto [10, 11]. 
Let T be a finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system on ,~, and let u, v ~,~*. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that T is reduced, and that u and v are 
irreducible. A word w ~ ~*  is called a left-conjugator of u and v, if uw <-** wv. In 
order to check whether u ~-v  it suffices to determine whether there exists a 
left-conjugator of u and v. The following lemma is taken from [10]. Since it is 
crucial for the following considerations, we restate it including a short proof. 
Lemma 3.2. Let u ~ ~ v, let w be a left-conjugator o f  u and v o f  shortest length, and 
let z be the irreducible descendant o f  uw. Then z is also a left-conjugator o f  u and v, 
and hence, Izl iwl. 
ProoL Since w is a left-conjugator f u and v, uw ~*  wv. Since uw -** z, we conclude 
that uz <-~* uwv ~-~* zv, i.e. z is also a left-conjugator f u and v. Due to the choice 
of w, this means that Izl t> Iwl. [] 
Assume now that u ~ ~r v, and !et w be a left-conjugator f u and v of shortest 
length. Further, let z ~ IRR(T)  be the irreducible descendant of uw, i.e. Iz] I> Iw[ by 
Lemma 3.2, and uw -* * z and wv --~* z. Since T is monadic, this gives the following 
factorizations: u = u, u2. v = v~v2. w = w, w2 = w3w4. and z = . ,aw2 = w3bv2, where 
a ,b~u{e},  and uawl ->* a, and w4vi ->* b. 
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Since lu,aw21=lzl>~lwl=lw, w21, this implies that I,,al~>lw,! Analogously, 
I w3bv, I l--1 3 implies that Ib l-> i ,i. Now we can distinguish three cases: 
i 31>l ,l: Then there is a nonempty word Ws~,Y* such that w3= w, w5 and 
w2 = w~",4, i.e. w = w~wsw4, and z = u~awsw4= w~wsbv2. Since Jura] >~ Iwll, we obtain 
u,a = w,J, :re some x ~ ,Y*, and since Ibv~l ~> Iw41, we also obtain by2= yw4 for some 
y ~ ,Y*. Thus, xw5 = Wsy. 
If x = e = y, then w t = U la and w4 = by2. Hence, uw~ w4 = u tu2 wt w4 -->* u taw4 = 
wtw4, and wtw4v = WlW4VjV2 -->* wtbv2 = wtw4, "J.~. wtw4 is another left-conjugator 
of u and v. Since [wtw4[<[w[, this contradicts the choice of w. Hence, x# e~y.  
Now xw5 = w~y implies that x = cd, y = dc, and w~ = (cd)kc for some c, d e ,$*, 
and k e N [8]. If k > 0 then wo := w, cw4 satisfies the following conditions: I wo] <[w], 
UWo= utu2wtcw4 ~ * ulacw4= w:~vcw4 = wtcdcw4, and WoO = w, cw4vtv,_ -~ * wtcbv,  = 
ww cyw4 = wt cdcw4. This again contradicts the choice of w. Thus, k = 0, i.e. w = wt cw4, 
u = ulu2, v = vlv2, u2wl ->* a, w4vl -->* b, u la = wlcd, and by2= dcw4, and so the 
following predicate Pt(T, u, v) is satisfied: 
P~(T, u, v) iff 3Uoe P(u)=iVo~ S(v )3w~,  w4, c, d e ,Y*: 
Uo = wlcd, Vo = dcw4, and uwicw4 *-~* wtcw4v. 
Here P(u)  = {u~a i ui is a proper prefix of u, and a ~ ,Y u {e}} as defined earlier, and 
S(V) = {bVl IV! is a proper suffix of v, and b ~ Z ~ {e}}. 
(ii) iw31=lw, l: Then =- and w2=w~. Since and lw, l l v l, 
u~aw2= w3bv2 implies that w~ = w~ is a prefix of u~a, and w2= w4 is a suffix of bv2. 
Hence, the following predicate P2( T, u, v) is satisfied: 
P2( T, u, v) iff =lw, ~ P(  u ) 3w4 ~ S(  v ): uw, w4 *-~ * w, w4v. 
(iii) Then there is a nonempty word ws~,Y* such that w, = w3w5 and 
w4 = WsW2, i.e. w= w~w5w,_, and z= u~aw, = w~bv2. Further, u2w~ = u2w3w5 -~ * a, 
and w4v~ = w5w2v~ ->* b. 
Since lu,al->lw, l>l l, we have u,a=w3x for some nonempty word x~Z* .  
Analogously, Ibv21 t> Iw l > l~.,I implies that by, = ~,w, for some nonempty word y ~ ,Y*. 
Hence, z = u ,aw,  = w3xw2 = w3bv2 = w~yw,. Thus, x = y, i.e. u,a = w3x, by2 = xw2, 
z= w3xw2, and w= w3wsw2, and so I~l-> I~l,  ~ i~ a plefix of ~,, and w2 is a suffix 
of v2. 
For s ~ ,Y*, let p(s )  denote the irreducible descendant of s modulo T. Since 
u2w~ws->*a, and since T is monadic, this implies that p(u,_w3)w5 ~*r.~ a. Thus, 
ws~ L, (p(u2wO,  a). Analogously, w5w2v, -~* b implies that w5~ Lt(p(w2v~), b), 
where Lt (x ,z )={y~ lRR(T) [3v ,  x t~,Y* : : l ( l , r )~  T: x=x~v,  z=bv,  and 
yxt-'>*r.r l ->r.r  b}, where ~T.r is the right-most derivation induced by T, and x, z 
are assumed to be irreducible. Hence, the following predicate P~( T, u, v) is satisfied: 
P~( T, u, v) iff =in, b ~,Y ~ {e}3u~, u2, v~, v2 ,x  ~,Y*3w~ P( u)3w2 ~ S(v): 
u=u~u2,  v=v~v2,  x # e, u~a=w3x,  bv2=xw2,  and 
L, (p(  u2ws), a ) c~ Lt(p( w~v~), b) # ~. 
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Thus, if u ~ v, then Pl(T, u, v), or P2(T, u, v), or P3(T, u~ v) holds. On the other 
hand, if one of these predicates holds, then u ~ ~ v as can be verified easily. Hence, 
u -~- v if and only if P,(T, u, v), or P2(T, u, v), or P3(T, u, v) holds. 
By Theorem 2.6 predicates P,(T, u, v) and P2(T, u, v) can be checked in polynomial 
time. To check predicate P3( T, u, v) we have to verify whether or not L,(p(u2w3), a) n 
Lt(p(w2v~), b) is nonempty for a polynomial number of different choices of wor0s 
u2, w3, w2, v,, a, and b. Given u2, ws, and a, a dfsaA(a) accepting the set 
L,(P(U2W3) , a) can be constructed in polynomial time (Theorem 2.4). Using essen- 
tially the same construction we can obtain a dfsaB(b) accepting the set 
(Ll(p(w2v~),b)) a, where w R denotes the reversal of the word w, and L R= 
{WRIW ~ L}. From B(b) we get a nfsa C(b) accepting La(p(w2v~), b) in polynomial 
time. Applying breadth-first earch to the product A(a) x C(b) of A(a) and C(b), 
we can verify in polynomial time whether L,(p(uzw3), a)nLl(p(w2v~), b) is non- 
empty. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. [] 
4. Cancellativity and related problems 
Let T be a Thue system on 2~. The monoid MT presented by (2~; T) is called 
left-canceilative if, for aft u, v, w ~ ,Y*, uv ~-> * uw implies v ~-,* w, it is called right. 
cancellative if, for all u, v, we,Y*,  uw ~-->* tJ~¢ implies u ~--~ v, and it is cancellative 
if it is both left- and right-cancellative. Narendran and O'Dunlaing [9] derive a 
characterization for those Church-Rosser Thue systems T on £ for which the 
monoid Mr is not left-cancellative. 
Theorem 4.1 (Narendran and O'Dunlaing [9]). Let T be a reduced Church-Rosser 
Thue system on .Y. Then t~e following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) the monoid Mr  is n~t left-cancellative; 
(ii) there exist a ~ .Y, a~ J words u, v ~ IRR( T) such that 
(a) (au, v)~ T, and 
(b) A*(RI)c~A*(R2) #fJ, where R! = {auwlw~.~* such that uw~ IRR( T)}, 
and R2 = {ax[x ~ IRR(  T), u is not a prefix of  x}. 
If T is finite, then R, and R 2 are  regular languages, and given a c ,Y, u, v c 2~*, 
and T, nfsas At and A 2 accepting R, and R2, respectively, can be constructed in 
polynomial time (cf. Theorem 2.1). If, in addition, T is monadic, then condition 
(b) can be checked in polynomial time (Theorem 2.2). Since such a test must be 
performed only once for each rule of T, this gives the following result. Observe that 
a similar characterization can also be found for right-cancellativity. 
Theorem 4.2. The following problems are decidable in polynomial time: 
Instance: A finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system T on ,Y. 
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1. Question: Is the monoid Mr  left-canceUative ? 
2. Question: Is the monoid Mr  right-cancellative ? 
3. Question: Is the monoid NIT cancellative ? 
Note that these problems are undecidable .;n general, even wben only finite 
Church-Rosser Thue systems are being considered [9]. 
In [ 16] Otto investigates the following two decision problems which are obviously 
related to the problem of  cancellativity: 
Instance: A finite Thue system T on .~, and two words u, v ~ v*.  
1. Question: Does there exist a word x~ ~*  such that ux ,-** vx? 
2. Question: Does there exist a word x ~ .Y* such that xu ,-** xv? 
It is shown in [16] that these problems are undecidable in general, even when 
they are restricted to finite Church-Rosser Thue systems. On the other hand, the 
following decidability result is presented. 
Theorem 4.3 (Otto [16]). The above two problems are decidable in polynon,i,~ ,*~a,'e. 
when they are restricted to finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems. 
Here we want to improve upon this result. 
Theorem 4.4. The above two problems are decidable in polynomial time, when they are 
restricted to finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems. 
Proof. Let T be a finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system on .Y, and let u, v ~ .Y*. 
Without loss of  generality we may assume that T is reduced, and that u and v are 
irreducible. 
Assume that there exists a word w ~ .Y* such that uw ~-** vw, and let w ~ IRR(T)  
be a shortest word satisfying this congruence. If uw is irreducible, then vw -~* uw, 
i.e. v = vl v., and w = w~ w2 such that v2wt ~*  b ~ v.. u {e}, and v lbw2 = uw = uwl w2. 
By choice of  w we can conclude that w2=e, i.e. v= v~v2, v2w ->* b, and uw= v,b. 
Hence, the following predicate Q~(T, u, v) is satisfied: 
QI(T, u, v) iff : iv, ,  v2, w~.Y ,*3b~.Yu{e}:  
v = v, v2, uw = vtb, and v2w -** b. 
i f  vw is irreducible, then in a similar way we obtain that Qt(T, v, u) is satisfied. 
Finally, if uw and vw both are reducible, then there exists an irreducible common 
descendant z of  uw and vw, i.e. u = u,u2, v= v~v2, w= wlw,= w3w4, u2w~-->* a, 
v~w3 -** b, and z = ulaw2 = v, bw4, where a, b ~ .~ u {e}. Now we can distinguish two 
cases: 
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(i) 114,21 I> [14,4[: Then w2 = wsw4 for some w5 ~ .F*. From the choice of w we conclude 
that w4 = e, i.e. u = ulu2, v = vlvs,  w = wlw5 = w3, uswi -->* a, v2w3 ~*  b, and z = 
umaw5 = v~b. Thus, the following predicate Qs(T, u, v) is satisfied: 
Qe(T, u, v) iff =lUl, us, Vl, V2, Wl, Ws~*  ::la, b~.Y u{e}: 
u = ulus,  v = vlvs,  w = w lw~ L,(v,  r ib) ,  
wl ~ L.(u, u la) ,  and ulaws = uib 
iff 3u l ,  u2, vl ,  vs, ws~.Y*  =la, b~.Y, u{e}:  
U-~'- UlU2, ~)w DID2, u~aws= vlb, 
and L,(u,  u~a)w5 n L,(v,  v~b) # O. 
(ii) [w2[<[w4l: Then w4 = wsws for some ws~ +. From the choice of w we can 
conclude that w2 = e, and so u = u l us, v = vl v2~ w = w3 w5 = w, , us w, --> * a, v2 w3 -> * b, 
and z = u,a = v~bw'5. Thus, the predicate Qs(T, v, u) is satisfied. 
Thus, if there exists a word x~.Y* such that ux***vx ,  then Q~(T,u,  v), or 
Qm(T, v, u), or Qs(T, u, v), or Qs(T, v, u) holds. On the other hand, if one of these 
predicates i satisfied, then ux <-->* vx for some x ~ .Y*. 
Now predicate Q,( T, u, v) is obviously decidable in polynomial time. Because of 
Theorem 2.4 predicate O.2(T, u, v) is also decidable in polynomial time. This com- 
pletes the proof of The~,rem 4.4 [] 
5. Concluding remarks 
In [15] Otto shows that it is decidable whether the monoid Mr presented by a 
finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system T on ,Y contains anontrivial idempotent, 
and whether it contains a nontrivial element of finite order. However, the algorithms 
given there are of exponential time complexity. In a forthcoming paper [12] the 
authors improve upon these results by showing that both these problems can be 
solved in polynomial time for the class of all finite Church-Rosser Thue systems. 
We conclude this paper by contrasting all the tractability results presented so far 
with an undecidability result. In fact, the following seems to be the first undecidability 
result for finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue systems obtained so far. 
Theorem 5.1. The fol lowing problem is undecidable in general: 
Instance: A f inite monadic Church-Rosser  Thue system T on .Y, and two words 
u, v ~ .~ *. 
Question: Are  there words x, y ~ .Y* such that xuy <-->* xvy ? 
Proof. This result is shown by a reduction from the modified Post Correspondence 
Problem (MPCP): 
Instance: Two finite lists A = (u~, u2, • •.,  u,,) and B = (v~, re,. • •, v,,) of nonempty 
words from ~* such that, whenever ui, ui2.., uik = v~,vi,.., v~ for some integers 
it, i2~..., ik ~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, then i~ = 1 and ik = n. 
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Question: Does (A, B) have a solution, i.e. does there exist a sequence i~, i2, . . .  ~ i,, 
{2, 3, ~.. ,  n - 1} such that usu~,uj,.., u~u, = v~v,,v~,.., v ~v, ?
So let A = (u~, u2 , . . . ,  u,), B = (v~, v2 , . . . ,  v.) be an instance of MPCP, where 
u~, . . . ,  u,,, v~, . . . ,  v,~,Y +, let F:=,Y u{@, $, &, # ,0 ,  1}, where @, $, &, #,0 ,  1 are 
six additional letters, and let T be the Thue system on F that contains the following 
rules. 




# bin( n - l )@u,,_l .-.>@ 
# bin( n )@ u,, ~ & 
Rules to simulate B: 
#bin(1)$vl --> $ 
# bin(2)$v2 --> $ 
# bin( n -1 )$vn_!  ->$ 
#b in(n)$v ,  -> & 
Here bin( i ) ,  i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, stands for the binary representation f the integer i. 
Obviously, T is a finite monadic Thue system on F that can easily be constructed 
from (A, B). Since there are no nontrivial overlaps between the left-hand sides of 
the rules of T, T is Church-Rosser. 
Now, if 1, il, i2,. • •, ik, n is a solution of (A, B), then usui , . . ,  uikun = v~vi, . . ,  v~kv,, 
and hence, we have the following reductions modulo T, where x:= 
# bin(n)@ b in ( ik )#.  • • # bin(i~) # b in ( l ) ,  and y := us u~,.., u~u,: 
x@ y = # bin( n ) @ . • . # bin( l )@ us ui, . . . ui~ u, -> * &, 
x$y  = #b in(n)#.  • • # bin(1)$vsv~,. .  v~v, ->* &. 
Now assume conversely that there exist words x, y ~ ,Y* such that x@y <-->* xSy. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that x and y are irreducible. Since T is 
Church-Rosser, there exists an irreducible word z such that x@y --> * z and x$y -~* z. 
Hence, Iz[s<~ [x@yls = IXyls, and Iz[~ <~ [xSy[~ = [xy[~, where [wls(Iwl~) denot~es the 
number of occurrences of the letter $(~) in the word w. From the form of the rules 
of T we therefore conclude that the distinguished occurrence of the letter $(@) in 
xSy(x@y)  is transformed into & in the course of the reduction sequence xSy -->* z 
(x@y -->* z). Thus, 
x = x~ # b in (n)# b in ( ik )#.  • • # bin(is) 
= x2#bin(n)# b in (A)#"  • # bin(j~), 
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and y = u~,.., u~,u,,y, = vj, . . ,  vj, v,,y2. The two factorizations of  x, and again the form 
of the rules of T, ir:a~Yy that k = 1, and that j~ = i~ for s = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and so x, = x2. 
Hence, x@y -->* x, 8: ,,, E IRR(  T), and xSy -.** x, & Y2~ IRR(  T), and so, x, & y, = 
z = x, & Y2 implying y~ = Y2, which in turn yields u,,u~e.., u~u,, = v~, v~,.., v~v,,. Thus, 
i,, h , . . . ,  ik, n is a solution of  (A, B), which in addition implies that i, = 1. 
This proves that (A. B) has a solution if and only if there exist words x, y ~ ,~* 
such that x@y "~**r xSy. Since the halting problem for Turing machines can be 
reduced to MPCP, this problem is undecidable in general (cf. [6]), and thus the 
problem we are dealing with is also undecidable in general. [] 
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